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Superscalar Processors

• MIPS 3000: scalar processor, i.e., one instruction at a time in pipeline

• Newer processors expand the concept in:
  – Width: there are several pipelines from the EX stage on hence the name *superscalar*
  – Depth: Each pipeline has more stages

• The pipeline consists of:
  – A *front-end* (IF + ID) that can fetch and decode several instructions concurrently
  – A *back-end* (EX + MEM) that consists of several pipelines
  – The WB stage must be such that the processor state is modified according to the original program order.
Two Types of Superscalar

• In-order processors:
  – Instructions leave the front-end in strict program order
  – All dependencies are resolved at the last stage of the front-end
  – Good performance relies on optimized compilers

• Out-of-order processors
  – Instructions can execute and complete their execution out-of-order
  – However, need to replace (extend) the WB stage by a *Commit* stage that ensures that results are stored in the process state in-order
  – Good performance relies on extensive hardware logic
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